Abstract-When confronting binaural sound source localisation (SSL) algorithms with different environments and robotic platforms, there is an increasing need for non-linear integration methods of spatial cues. Based on interaural time and level differences, we compare the performance of several SSL systems. The architecture has three degrees of freedom, i.e. each tested architecture employs a different combination of representation of binaural cues, clustering and classification algorithms. The heuristic for the selection of methods is the same at each degree of freedom: to compare the impact of traditional statistical techniques versus machine learning algorithms with different degrees of biological inspiration. The overall performance is evaluated in the analysis of each system, including the accuracy of its output, training time and adequateness for life-long learning. The results support the use of hybrid systems, consisting different kinds of artificial neural networks, as they present an effective compromise between the characteristics evaluated.
I. INTRODUCTION
A UDITION is a complex perceptual capability of most vertebrates that remains unparalleled by machines. More specifically, one important component of audition is the localisation of sound sources in space. This ability to pinpoint sound sources around us is crucial for a safe interaction with the environment and for improving communication with other individuals [1] . For both reasons, SSL is a desired capability for robotic systems.
The location of sound sources can be specified with its components in the azimuth, elevation and depth planes. In this paper we will only address the problem of SSL along the azimuth plane on the frontal 180
• . A common approach for SSL systems are microphone arrays of different size and geometry. The system of Valin et al. [2] achieves an angular resolution of 3
• with an array of 8 microphones. Similarly, the array of 32 microphones of Tamai et al. [3] reaches 5
• accuracy on the azimuth and elevation. The drawback of these kind of approaches is that they only use the time-difference-of-arrival (TDOA) between microphones. Therefore, it remains an open issue to take advantage of level differences between sensors as a cue for SSL.
An alternative paradigm to multiple microphone arrays is binaural SSL. Humans are a clear example that it is possible to achieve accurate SSL using only two sound sensors or ears. Additionally, binaural SSL also relies on the effect of our pinnae, head and torso on the sound frequency components (FC), and on the capacity to move our head [4] .
With only one pair of microphones separated by a headlike structure, an SSL system can use different binaural cues to locate sound sources in space. This configuration allows the estimation of interaural time (ITD) and level (ILD) differences. Both spatial cues are important, as ITDs convey more accurate information in low FCs and ILDs in high FCs. This effect is known as the duplex theory of SSL, and it places the boundary between low and high frequencies around 1500-3000 Hz [4] Voutsas and Adamy [5] used spiking neural networks (SNN) and a multiple-delays model to estimate ITDs. Their system can localise low frequency sounds with 30
• accuracy and its performance decreases for sounds with high FCs. Nevertheless, across-frequency integration keeps the system accuracy high for broadband stimuli. High frequencies also contain useful spatial information that could improve SSL systems. Making use of ITDs, ILDs and interaural envelop differences (IED), Rodemann et al. [6] developed a 10
• resolution system. However, the model is sensitive to noise and reverberation, and less accurate for high FCs.
It has been shown that bio-inspired methods can achieve near-optimal integration of multimodal information [7] . In the case of SSL, the modalities we are interested in are time and level differences. In the inferior colliculus (IC) mammals integrate ITDs and ILDs, encoded in the medial (MSO) and lateral (LSO) superior olive respectively [8] .
Making use of such neurophysiological principles, Willert et al. [9] and Nix and Hohmann [10] integrated probabilistic models of the MSO, LSO and IC. Using probabilistic models, both systems can reach a resolution of 15
• . A possible extension of this work is its implementation with SNNs in order to exploit the dynamics of neural populations providing robustness to noise. Liu et al. [11] proposed a model of the MSO, LSO and IC using SNNs and Bayesian inference. The system achieves 30
• resolution under reverberation and low noise conditions. Afterwards, Davila-Chacon et al. [12] adapted this approach [11] to a robotic platform subject to high levels of ego-noise and were able to increase the resolution to 15
• . The objectives of the current study are to extend our previous work in [11] and [12] . The first novel contribution is to provide the system with alternative representations of spatial cues. For this purpose we explore the system's performance with different spatial cues being represented with either a statistical technique or with bio-inspired methods. The second contribution is to improve the system's robustness to egonoise with a non-linear classification layer. Therefore, each representation is used as input to either statistical or neural classifiers in order to compare their accuracy, robustness to ego-noise and computational cost. Fig. 1 depicts our experimental setup. It consists of a humanoid robotic head immersed in a virtual reality (VR) setup designed for audio-visual integration [13] . The iCub is a platform designed for studies in embodied cognition and cognitive developmental robotics [14] . The iCub head has a geometry similar to an average 3.5-year-old child and is equipped with a pair of microphones surrounded by pinnae. During the experiments the position of the head is fixed. The iCub head produces ∼60 Hz of ego-noise and reverberation is reduced by damping curtains. The stimuli consist of 0.25ms segments of white noise (WN) and the words hello, look, fish, coffee and tea recorded from male and female subjects. The WN class consisted 12 instances and the speech class consisted of 40 instances of each word. Each instance of both classes is presented once to the iCub between 0
II. BASIS METHODOLOGIES
• and 180
• at 15
• steps along the azimuth plane, at the same elevation angle and at ∼1.3m distance.
The system is tested with four training / testing configurations: Speech / Speech, WN / WN, WN / Speech and Speech / WN. As can be expected, the highest performance was obtained when training and testing with different instances of the same class of sounds, i.e. with the Speech / Speech, WN / WN configurations. The lowest performance came from the WN / Speech configuration. However, some architectures were able to generalise between classes in the Speech / WN configuration. For this reason, in this paper we focus on the results obtained with the Speech / WN configuration as it is interesting to analyse the generalization achieved by the learning process.
We implement an architecture with three degrees of freedom in order to compare different SSL systems. The architecture is depicted in Fig. 2 . Each degree of freedom represents a layer, or processing step, that can be accomplished by alternative methods. The total architecture layers consist of preprocessing, representation, clustering and classification of binaural sound input. From these layers, only the preprocessing is performed by a fixed algorithm and therefore not considered a degree of freedom. During this step sound input is decomposed in several FCs with the Patterson-Holdsworth filter bank (PHFB) [15] .
The representation layer is in charge of numerically characterising ITDs and/or ILDs. The clustering layer is an intermediate step that can potentially improve the performance of classifiers, as it can distribute a large number of prototype vectors similarly to the underlying distribution of the training data. The clustering layer is not present in some of the tested systems, as it is also possible to directly classify the output of the representation layer. Finally, the classification layer generates an output angle that can be used for motor control. In the following subsections we detail further each of the processing layers in the architecture.
A. Preprocessing of Sound Signals
The first stage in our SSL system is the PHFB. This filter decomposes the left (L) and right (R) sound recordings in frequency components f ∈ {1, 2 . . . F }, where F = 20. All f are equally separated on a logarithmic scale between 200 Hz and 4000 Hz, with an increase in bandwidth resembling the human cochlea. Afterwards, only the corresponding f from L-R signals are compared for the extraction of spatial cues. This step is used by all classification methods we describe in this paper (see Fig. 2 ).
B. Representation of Spatial Cues
The basis of SSL algorithms is the set of localisation cues chosen as input. Therefore, the method used to represent, or characterise, spatial cues could influence the accuracy of the system's output. We want to compare the performance of our SSL system when representing spatial cues with traditional signal processing techniques against bio-inspired methods.
For this reason we choose two of the most representative methods in binaural SSL research for representing ITDs: Cross-correlation (CCR) [16] and MSO Jeffress coincidence detector [11] , [17] . We also make use of ILD cue and represent it with an LSO model previously presented by the authors [11] . Furthermore, we compare two integration methods for the MSO and LSO outputs. The first method (MSO-LSO) simply appends the output of the MSO and LSO models, and the second method (Bayes IC) integrates the output of both models using bayesian inference. In Fig. 3 are shown further details on the MSO, LSO and IC models. In the following sub-subsections we detail further each of the representation methods.
1) CCR -Cross-Correlation: The CCR technique is used to estimate the cross-correlation sequence CCR L,R between [15] . Then, the representation layer numerically characterises different spatial cues. Alternatively, the representation provided by the Bayes IC integrates output from the MSO and LSO in vectors with reduced dimensionality. The clustering layer distributes a larger number of prototype vectors in the space of represented cues in order to test for a possible improvement in SSL accuracy. All systems were tested with and without this intermediate layer. Finally, the classification layer produces an output angle that can be used for motor control.
L and R input signals, assuming them to be random stationary processes sampled from time window ∆t.
where i represents sampled values from the input signals, j are the IT D shifts made when computing the correlation sequence and J is the length of the input signals.
We use the correlation sequences of all f as input to the clustering or to the classification algorithms. However, the output angle Θ can also be estimated directly from the j that maximizes the correlation over all f with the winnertakes-all (WTA) rule:
We are interested in using WTA for benchmarking, as it is the classification technique the authors previously used in the MSO, LSO and IC models [11] , [12] . Due to the geometry of the head, ITDs vary non-linearly as a sound source moves around us. Therefore, the output angle is computed as follows:
where IT D max is the maximum possible ITD that occurs when the sound source is aligned with the interaural axis.
2) MSO -Jeffress Coincidence Detector: One of the methods we use for extracting ITDs is Liu et al. [11] SNN model of the MSO. It was developed by some of the authors and we want to test it in a different anthropomorphic head with ego-noise. This method is inspired by neurophysiological theories describing the underlying mechanisms of the MSO [18] . After decomposing the sound signals with the PHFB, each frequency component f is phase-locked to its positive values. This means that the greatest probability of a spike being produced by a hair cell in the organ of Corti occurs when the amplitude of vibrations in the basilar membrane is maximal.
Afterwards, all maximum positive values in time window ∆t are compared and phase shifts between these maximums are used to estimate ITDs. As a last step, neurons k ∈ {1, 2 . . . K} in the MSO respond to different ITDs and for every time window ∆t generate a spikes matrix S MSO ∆t of size F × K.
We can feed the classification algorithms with S MSO ∆t , or directly compute the output angle Θ from the k with maximal neural activity over all f . For the latter case, IT D win could be estimated using the WTA rule as in eq. (4) and Θ as in eq. (3) .
3) LSO -Representation of ILDs: For estimating ILDs we use Liu et al. [11] SNN model of the LSO. It also was developed by some of the authors and our current objective is to test it in a different anthropomorphic head with ego-noise. [8] . MSO neurons respond to frequencies between 200 Hz and 4000 Hz. The difference of the wave amplitudes that produced a spike in the MSO is used to generate a spike in the LSO. LSO neurons respond to frequencies between ∼1000 and 4000 Hz. The MSO has excitatory connections to the IC in all frequencies. The LSO has excitatory and inhibitory connections to the IC in frequencies between ∼1000 and 4000 Hz.
In the LSO model neurons k ∈ {1, 2 . . . K} fire depending on differences in L-R amplitudes for each f . Using the same pairs of L-R values from which ITDs are measured, ILDs are computed as log(L f,t /R f,t ). Therefore, at every time step ∆t a spikes matrix S LSO ∆t of size F ×K is generated. Afterwards, output angles can be obtained following the same procedures applied to S MSO ∆t .
4) IC -Bayesian Dimensionality Reduction:
Reducing efficiently the dimensionality of input vectors can decrease the amount of data and time required for training machine learning algorithms. For this reason we also test the clustering and classification algorithms with an integrated version of the MSO and LSO output vectors. Such integrated vectors are constructed using Bayesian inference in a model of the inferior colliculus (IC) [11] . An important computational advantage comes from the IC dimensionality reduction, as IC output vectors are more than six times smaller than the MSO and LSO output vectors together. More details of the IC integration architecture are shown in Fig. 3 .
Additional benefit from this integration process comes from the overlap of MSO excitatory connections and LSO inhibitory connections. The LSO captures the useful information for SSL contained in high frequencies, but generates ambiguous information from low frequencies. The MSO captures the useful information for SSL contained in all frequencies, but also generates ambiguous information from high frequencies. For this reason, LSO inhibitory connections can help to remove misleading information generated by the MSO at high frequencies. Therefore, the IC provides a more accurate representation of auditory cues along all f . Similar to the previous cues, the IC model generates a spikes matrix S IC ∆t at every time step ∆t. Again, output angles can be computed with the same procedures applied to S MSO ∆t . Further details on the architecture of the MSO, LSO and IC models can be found in [12] . Now we proceed to introduce and justify the selection of clustering methods.
C. Clustering of Spatial Cues
Clustering algorithms can be used directly for classification when having the same number of prototypes p ∈ {1, 2 . . . P } and target classes c ∈ {1, 2 . . . C}. However, with a larger P it is possible to cover more closely the distribution underlying the training data, hence, improving the overall performance of the system. In the case of SSL, the distribution of auditory cues in each representation space can be highly convoluted. Therefore, using P C can spread the trained prototypes closer to the distribution of the characterised cue.
Due to the fact that several p can belong to a single c, an additional requirement is the inclusion of another layer in the architecture for classifying the winning p. Again, the criteria for selecting clustering algorithms is to compare a common statistical technique against a neural method, for which we choose K-Means (KM) [19] and Self Organizing Feature Maps (SOM) [20] .
1) K-Means Clustering: Due to its simplicity and speed relative to other clustering techniques, KM is included as a benchmark against the more sophisticated SOM. The best results are achieved with K = 26 and using a randomly chosen sample of the training data as starting positions for the prototypes. The Euclidean distance is used as the standard metric for all mathematical procedures described in this paper.
2) Self Organizing Map: Due to its topology-preserving property SOMs facilitate visualisation of the data structure in lower dimensions. We use the SOM in two different configurations. In the first one P = C and its output can be directly used for motor control. In the second configuration P = C 2 and a classification layer is added on top of it. In both cases the ordering phase consists of 1000 steps, has a learning rate η = 0.9 and the neighbourhood distance (ND) decreases from the furthest neuron to 1. The tuning phase consists of additional 4000 steps where η = 0.02 and ND = 1.
D. Classification of Spatial Cues
In our testing architecture, the classification layer receives input from the representation layer or from an intermediate clustering layer. Following the same heuristic, we compare a common statistical technique for benchmarking against a pair of artificial neural networks (ANN). K-Nearest Neighbours (KNN) [21] is the chosen statistical technique and the selected ANNs are the Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) [22] and Radial Basis Functions network (RBF) [23] .
1) K-Nearest Neighbours: KNN is a relatively simple, yet powerful, classification technique. Instead of exhaustive search, we use a KD-Tree to reduce the cost of finding a nearest neighbour from O(N 2 ), to O(N logN ) for N data points [24] . The best performance is obtained with K = 4.
2) Radial Basis Functions Network: An important advantage of RBF networks over other ANNs is its much faster training procedure. The number of neurons in the hidden layer is equal to the number of training instances and the network shows best overall performance with a spread σ = 10.
3) Multilayer Perceptron: The MLP is a universal function-approximator robust to noise, whose internal dynamics are one of the best understood in the field of ANNs. During training we use the following data ratios: training = 0.8, validation = 0.1 and testing = 0.1. We use hyperbolic tangent as activation function and, due to its increased speed for large networks, we use the scaled conjugate gradient [25] method for training the MLP. The network parameters are set to the standard values σ = 5 × 10 −5 and λ = 5 × 10
according to [25] . The number of hidden neurons (HN) changes depending of the architecture being tested. When the MLP receives input from the representation layer HN = v dim /2 , where v dim is the dimensionality of input vector v. When the MLP receives input from the clustering layer HN = C × 2.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The system's output is analysed using measures from information retrieval theory [26] : recall (Re), precision (P r), specificity (Sp), accuracy (Ac) and F-measure (F m). The value of each measure is computed from information contained in the confusion matrices of the output angles. Specifically from the true positives (T P ), true negatives (T N ), false positives (F P ) and false negatives (F N ):
The performance of all representation and classification algorithms is displayed in recall-precision plots in Fig. 4 . In all representations the top performance is achieved when training / testing with Speech / WN. From all the tested representation methods, three lead to much more accurate results: MSO, MSO-LSO and Bayes IC. Furthermore, within those three representations, three classification algorithms perform significantly better than the rest with Re > 0.98 and P r ≥ 0.89: KNN, MLP and RBF.
The performance measures of the three best, or winning, classifiers is shown in Tables I, II and III. In order to show the considerable increase in performance of the winning classifiers, Table IV shows the performance results of the second best classifiers with P r > 0.7. These second best systems achieved higher performance when clustering and classifying input from the MSO representation. In the following subsections we detail the performance of the best classifiers with each of the cue representations, and compare them against the WTA classification rule we applied in our previous work with a different robotic platform [12] . In all cases the training / testing configuration is Speech / WN. 
A. CCR: Representation of ITDs
This statistical method shows lower performance than the MSO model, its bio-inspired counterpart. However, the confusion matrices in Fig. 5 show that the angle deviation from ground truth of KNN and RBF outputs is small for practical purposes when using CCR as input. It remains an open possibility to improve the performance of this method when adding a noise cancelling layer to the system. This enhancement is desirable for online applications as CCR provides a faster characterisation of ITDs than the MSO.
B. MSO: Representation of ITDs
The MSO allows the system to reach the highest accuracy relative to all other representations. Also it is the only representation that allows the three winning classification methods to perform almost perfectly. Figure 6 clearly shows the improvement of the winning classifiers with respect to the baseline method WTA. The MSO performed robustly under high levels of ego-noise, even when the noise frequency components were overlapping with the f provided by the PHFB.
C. LSO: Representation of ILDs
This bio-inspired method is the only one we used for representing ILDs, as there are no standard statistical techniques for benchmarking. The extraction of ILDs is dependant on the geometrical and material properties of the robotic head being used. In previous work the authors successfully used ILDs for SSL [11] with a styrofoam humanoid head. Nevertheless, Fig. 7 shows that the classification techniques can not infer correctly the location of sound sources from ILDs extracted with the iCub head.
One possible reason for this low performance is the presence of high levels of ego-noise. After inspecting a spectrogram of the iCub's ego-noise, we found that 15 of the 20 frequency components f provided by the PHFB cochlear model are located in the spectral region with most intense ego-noise. Therefore, noise in these frequencies can significantly reduce the SNR of incoming stimuli and impede the use of ILDs for SSL. More details on the PHFB preprocessing step are given in subsection II-A.
Another possibility is that the inaccuracy of the system when using ILDs is due to the material properties of the robotic head. Differently from [11] , the iCub head is hollow and has openings in the back, reducing in this way the shadowing effect needed to effectively use ILDs for SSL.
D. MSO -LSO: Linear Integration of ITDs and ILDs
This integration of ITDs and ILDs, represented by the MSO and LSO models, is much simpler than the IC Bayesian integration. In this case the MSO and LSO activation matrices for ∆t are simply appended and used as input for the next system layer. It is interesting to see in Fig. 8 that the performance of the three winning algorithms dramatically increase with respect to the IC method, even though the complexity of the characterisation procedure decreases. However, it is also important to keep in mind that the training procedure also becomes more demanding as the dimensionality of the input vectors to the classification layer grows by a factor of ∼7.
E. IC: Bayesian Integration of ITDs and ILDs
This representation is the most biologically plausible from the set we describe in this paper, but it is also the most com- putationally expensive. On the other hand, the dimensionality reduction provided by this method speeds up considerably the training procedure of the classification algorithms. Fig. 9 shows the confusion matrices when simply using WTA for classification, versus the performance of the three winning classifiers. The output of WTA is strongly biased towards a small range of angles on the 0
• quadrant, possibly due to the non-linear encoding of information across the IC neurons. Also KNN and RBF show a bias, albeit smaller, towards the same region. In contrast, the MLP is capable of correctly encoding the spiking activity of the IC. 
IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this study we compare different methods for the representation and classification of spatial cues for SSL. We found three best representation methods: MSO, MSO-LSO and Bayes IC. There are also three winners from our set of classifiers: KNN, MLP and RBF.
The fastest method for representation of ITDs is the MSO model alone. Nevertheless, MSO-LSO and Bayes IC methods can be more robust when classifying sounds richer in high frequency components.
It has been shown that the LSO model performs well under lower levels of ego-noise [12] , more precisely, with levels of ∼40 Hz instead of ∼60 Hz. In future work we will test the system when using ILDs in combination with a noise cancelling module, as we expect this configuration will improve the accuracy of SSL with the iCub head.
With respect to training speed, the fastest classification method is KNN. However, for life-long learning the standard KNN method would become computationally expensive, i.e. slow, as the system would need to store a very large number of prototypes from possibly several environments. Therefore, for practicality the MLP and RBF networks represent a better option in terms of online speed.
Finally, one aim of our further work is the propagation of probabilities in time and the use of vision. We expect that both additions will improve the confidence of the classification algorithms and their robustness against higher levels of reverberation.
